
Canberra BBQ Festival BINGO
Complete as many tasks as possible and cross out each square you complete. 

To go into the draw for a $100 Smoque Canberra voucher just tweet a selfie with the completed 
bingo card and use the hashtags #AAABBQ AND #Canberra. Have a great festival!

Drink beer from 
two different 
continents (drink 
responsibly, 
over at least two 
hours).

Eat something
Australian

Pat a Texas 
longhorn!

Take a selfie in 
front of a live 
performance 
and tweet it with 
the hashtag 
#AAABBQ Eat something

American

Take a selfie 
eating meat on a 
stick and tweet it 
with the hashtag 
#AAABBQ

Take a video of 
a performance in 
a language you 
don’t understand 
tweet it with  
#NMF2015

Have a dance to 
a song you don’t 
understand, in 
front of people you 
don’t know. Walk 
away smiling.Eat some 

Vietnamese
Eat or drink 
something Indian

Get a selfie with 
a police officer or 
constable Kenny 
Koala

Learn how to 
say “cheers” in 
at least three 
languages other 
than your own.

Take a selfie 
eating something 
vegetarian and  
tweet it with  
#AAABBQEat something

Greek

Find and thank 
a volunteer for 
helping celebrate 
Canberra’s first 
BBQ Festival!

Take a selfie 
with an ACT 
MLA or federal 
MP or Senator 
and tweet it with  
#AAABBQ

Tweet the total 
number of 
different foods 
and drinks you 
tried    
@AAABBQ_Fest 

The $100 Smoque Canberra voucher will be awarded to the best entry based on completed squares 
and tweets that include #AAABBQ. Follow @AAABBQ_Fest on Twitter for more information.

Count how many 
BBQ teams there 
are in #Smoking 
category? Write 
the number here:

Eat or drink 
something 
with fruit or a 
vegetable as a 
key ingredient.

Take a selfie 
with the statue  
“Ethos” and 
tweet it with 
#CBR #AAABBQ

Take a selfie with 
a hobby horse 
and tweet it with  
#AAABBQ

Eat something
Argentinian


